
TOKYO: A powerful earthquake rocked Japan’s second city
of Osaka yesterday, killing three people including a nine-
year-old girl and injuring more than 300, according to an
official tally. Television images showed buildings swaying and
burst pipes spewing water after the quake, which struck at
the height of rush hour in the city of around two million.

However, there was no large-
scale destruction and no tsunami
warning issued after the earth-
quake, although commuters were
stranded and tens of thousands
were left without power. Among
the casualties was a nine-year-
old girl who died in the city of
Takatsuki north of Osaka, report-
edly trapped by a collapsed wall
following the 5.3-magnitude
quake. Local officials said that
the other two dead were an 80-
year-old man-killed by a collapsing wall-and a 84-year-old
man trapped under a bookcase in his home.

The Fire and Disaster Management Agency said more
than 300 people were injured in total, but many of them suf-
fered minor injuries. Prime Minister Shinzo Abe told
reporters the government was “working united, with its first
priority on saving people’s lives”. “Gas supply has still been
stopped at more than 100,000 houses while water outage
continued in large areas,” Abe told his ministers and govern-

ment officials later in the day.  “I want you to make your
utmost effort to restore public transport as well as gas and
water supplies,” he added.

And government spokesman Yoshihide Suga cautioned
there was a possibility of strong aftershocks. “Large-scale
quakes are likely to happen in the next two to three days,” he

told reporters. Japan sits on the
Pacific “Ring of Fire” where
many of the world’s earthquakes
and volcanic eruptions are
recorded. On March 11, 2011, a
devastating magnitude 9.0 quake
struck under the Pacific Ocean,
and the resulting tsunami caused
widespread damage and claimed
thousands of lives. It also sent
three reactors into meltdown at
the Fukushima nuclear plant,
causing Japan’s worst postwar

disaster and the most serious nuclear accident since
Chernobyl in 1986.

Local residents described the moment the quake jolted
the highly urbanized area at 8:00 am, when platforms would
have been heaving with passengers waiting to board their
commuter trains. “The floor moved violently. It was a strong
vertical jolt. Nearly all of the dishes fell and shattered on the
floor,” said Kaori Iwakiri, a 50-year-old nurse in Moriguchi
just north of Osaka city.

“My parents suffered a blackout and they have no water. I
plan to take water to them now.” Despite its relatively low
magnitude, the quake caused quite a shake, registering a
lower six on the Japanese experiential scale of up to seven-
meaning it is hard to stay standing. Eiji Shibuya, 52, said the
tremor reminded him of the devastating 1995 Kobe earth-
quake, which killed nearly 6,500 people. “I was stunned. I
couldn’t do anything,” he told AFP from Itami, a city near
Osaka. “I was worried about my son as he had just left for his
high school. I was relieved when I confirmed he was safe.”
NHK showed footage of firefighters tackling a blaze that
ripped through a home north of Osaka. 

A number of train services were suspended, including the
“shinkansen” bullet train, as multiple smaller aftershocks fol-
lowed the quake. Some 80 flights were cancelled, according
to NHK, and TV footage showed huge queues of travelers,
including many foreign tourists, waiting for taxis as local
train services remained suspended in large parts of the
region.  The Nuclear Regulation Authority said it had detect-
ed no problems at its local atomic power plants, but some
companies including Honda said they had suspended opera-
tions at local plants.

Kansai Electric said on its website that around 170,000
homes in the Osaka region were briefly left without power.
Shunsuke Kosaka, an Osaka government official, told AFP an
evacuation advisory had been issued to 12 households as it
was forecast to rain in the region, possibly triggering land-
slides. Around 850 people were evacuated to shelters, a local

government spokesman said. Some 40 soldiers were
deployed to areas where the water supply was damaged.
Local officials also issued a warning against spreading fake
news online after a tweet claiming a zebra was on the loose
after the quake went viral. — AFP 
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TAKATSUKI: Police check a collapsed road following an earthquake in Takatsuki, north of Osaka prefecture yesterday. — AFP 

Strong earthquake jolts Japan’s Osaka
Three killed, 300 injured; no tsunami warning 
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girl trapped by 

a collapsed wall

Far-right terror 
threat on the 
rise in Britain
LONDON: Stung by an attack on Muslims in
London a year ago, Britain is facing a growing
threat from far-right extremists fuelled by
online hate speech, forcing the authorities to
react. In a country hit by five attacks in the
space of six months in 2017 that killed 36
people, “the biggest threat is from Islamist
terrorism”, Home Secretary Sajid Javid said
earlier this month. But “extreme right-wing
terrorism is also an increasing threat”, the
interior minister added as he unveiled a new
counter-terror strategy. 

A government report found that four
attacks have been carried out in Britain over
the past five years “by lone actors motivated
to varying degrees by extreme right-wing
ideologies”. Among them was Darren
Osborne, a 48-year-old from Cardiff, who a
year ago on Tuesday drove his rented van
into a group of Muslim worshippers near
Finsbury Park Mosque in north London,
killing one man and injuring 12 others.  The
father-of-four’s radicalization ramped up in a
matter of weeks, fed by compulsive reading of
hate material online.

In February, Mark Rowley, the then head of
counter-terrorism policing, said that four
extreme right-wing plots were foiled last year
and described the trend as “worrying”.
Matthew Henman, from the Jane’s Terrorism
and Insurgency Centre database said: “There
is a clear increase in both the tempo of attacks

conducted by right-wing extremists and in the
seriousness, lethality, of such violence.”

Neo-Nazi groups
In recent decades, extreme right-wing

activity in Britain had been confined to small,
established groups with an older membership,
which promoted anti-immigration and white
supremacist views but presented a low risk to
national security.But the emergence of the
neo-Nazi group National Action in 2014, and
similar fringe outfits like Generation Identity,
has helped forge a new, younger pool of
extremists, according to the “2018 State of
Hate” report by the anti-racism organization
Hope Not Hate.

The report’s “online hate” section cited
prominent British figures among those with
the biggest reach on social media. They
included Stephen Lennon-known as Tommy
Robinson-founder of the English Defense
League, which he left in 2013. They also
included Paul Joseph Watson, whose videos
have been viewed hundreds of thousands of
times, and commentator Katie Hopkins, who
in 2015 compared migrants to “cockroaches”.

“The authorities are failing to appreciate
or deal with this growing far-right online
threat and anti-Muslim hatred in general,”
Hope Not Hate’s report concluded. The
Muslim Council of Britain, a national repre-
sentative umbrella body, has also denounced
an Islamophobic climate, blaming elements of
the governing Conservative Party.  However,
Henman said he had seen “encouraging sig-
nals” from the government and security serv-
ices, such as disrupting plots and banning
National Action in December 2016 after the
assassination of opposition Labour MP Jo
Cox by a neo-Nazi sympathizer. — AFP

Paris suburb
defies efforts
to loosen 
Salafist grip
TRAPPES: Just a short drive from the opulence
of Versailles Palace, a closed-off community of
strictly conservative Muslims is posing the most
visible challenge to French authorities hoping to
stem the rise of homegrown extremists. At first
glance the town of Trappes, where urban reno-
vation projects have replaced dozens of grim
tower blocks, doesn’t match the stereotype of
poverty-stricken enclaves offering fertile ground
to jihadist recruiters.

While never quite shaking off its rough repu-
tation for drugs and violence, the town south-
west of Paris has produced international football
star Nicolas Anelka and popular French-
Moroccan comedian Jamel Debbouze. These
days every butcher shop in the town-centre is
halal and most women at the market wear head-
scarves, and increasing numbers of local
Muslims adhere to Salafism, a Sunni branch
which promotes a strictly conservative lifestyle.
While most French Salafists disdain violence in
following the traditions of “pious ancestors”,
many of the jihadists who have struck France in
the past three years have been associated with
the movement.

And a security source told AFP that around 50
people from Trappes-which has a population of
30,000 — have gone to fight in Iraq or Syria.  “It’s
a tragedy,” said Ibrahim Ayres, owner of an
Islamic bookstore who says he himself managed
to dissuade five young people from joining the
Islamic State group. Authorities and locals also

see the Salafist influence as behind the sharp drop
in the town’s crime levels. “In the 1970s and 80s,
the delinquency rates were much higher. Mothers
were relieved when they saw their children start
practicing their religion again,” said Ayres, who
has a white beard and a long traditional robe.
“Muslims didn’t see what was behind it.”

Clash with French secularism
The radicalization of what has been called the

“French Molenbeek”-a reference to the Brussels
district which was home to several of the
jihadists involved in the 2015 Paris attacks-has
mirrored the rise of Salafism across France.
While still a minority among the country’s esti-
mated six million Muslims, security forces say
their numbers have soared from 5,000 in 2004
to between 30,000 and 50,000 today. Back in
the 1990s, Trappes had been a source of mili-
tants for the Armed Islamic Group of Algeria
(GIA), which staged a series of attacks in France
throughout the decade.

The town developed quickly in the 1960s
with the arrival of North African migrants seek-
ing work in nearby auto factories, but today
unemployment is around 20 percent-double the
national average. Tensions burst into the open in
2013 after a man was arrested for allegedly
attacking a police officer who stopped his wife
for wearing a full-face veil in public. “There is a
clear intention to mark religious adherence in
social life,” says Trappes’ Socialist Mayor Guy
Malandain. A group of 200 women recently
came to his office asking for women-only hours
at a local swimming pool, which he refused in the
name of France’s strict secular principles.

He also stopped calls to prayer blaring from a
loudspeaker at one of the town’s five mosques,
run by a group thought to be linked to the
Muslim Brotherhood-which refused to speak to
AFP.In 2016, a confidential report by justice offi-
cials found nearly 80 families in Trappes were
home-schooling their children instead of putting

them in local schools. All of which has caused
unease in a country where politicians tend to
emphasise shared values and often express con-
cern over communities “shutting themselves off”
from mainstream French society.

‘Wind in its sails’
Allal, who runs a cafe near the market, says

he doesn’t know any Muslim fundamentalists.
“They don’t come here, they don’t speak to me,”
he says.  Yet since he stopped serving alcohol in
2015, his business “has quadrupled” and during
a recent sweep by police “they didn’t find a
gram” of drugs, he says.  But such claims do little
to ease fears in France which has been on high
alert since early 2015 when the wave of jihadist
attacks began that have so far killed more than
240 people. “What worries me are the growing
calls for an isolated cultural identity,” said
Othman Nasrou, a local lawmaker. Some officials
want an outright ban on Salafism, a move dis-
missed as unrealistic by legal experts but which
echoes a widespread view that recent laws
aimed at curbing extremism haven’t done
enough. “How can you outlaw an idea?” said
Rachid Benzine, an Islamic expert who was born
in Trappes. Yet he acknowledged that Salafism
“encourages a split with one’s environment
which can at times open the door towards jihad”.

“It has the wind in its sails, and will continue
to develop so long as there is nothing to counter
it,” he said. France doesn’t produce official sta-
tistics on religion but Trappes’ mayor estimates
25 to 30 percent of its residents are Muslim-
though a local legal source suggested the num-
ber was more than double, at between 60 and
70 percent. Malandain hopes President
Emmanuel Macron will clarify the state’s
response in a coming plan for bolstering ties
with France’s Muslims. “If we don’t emphasize
the role of advocates of a moderate Islam, a
European version, we’re going to have serious
problems,” he said. — AFP 

OSAKA: People pause to look at a collapsed house fol-
lowing an earthquake in Ibaraki City, north of Osaka
prefecture yesterday. — AFP 


